UNDERGROUNDING

UNDERSTANDING THE BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS

Faced with the threat of more frequent and catastrophic wildfires, California must implement steps to make
critical infrastructure more resilient. At Southern California Edison, we’ve already begun that process.
SCE is implementing a variety of innovative tools, technologies and practices to advance wildfire safety
and resiliency. One of the most effective ways to harden the grid in high fire risk areas is the use of insulated
wires, also known as covered conductors. While bare wire has been the traditional design standard for overhead
distribution systems, insulated wire limits the electrical current transferred to foreign objects and reduces the
risk of sparks and wildfire.
Another way to harden the grid is undergrounding, which typically has been used to beautify heavily traveled
streets. Approximately one-quarter of our distribution system* is underground.
While underground systems can help reduce the risk of wildfires and increase reliability during high
winds and storms by reducing some exposure to extreme conditions, they also take longer and cost more
to construct, maintain and repair — particularly in mountainous and rocky terrain.

UNDERGROUND SYSTEMS:
•
•

Cannot be visually inspected

•

Are difficult to upgrade and often require
excavation

•

Are difficult to troubleshoot during
emergencies, resulting in longer outages

•

Can still be damaged in a wildfire

Require service interruptions to perform
maintenance

Further, conversion from overhead to underground is costly: underground systems can cost up to 10 times
more than traditional overhead systems — roughly $3 million per mile — and could require an investment of
thousands of dollars by each customer to convert their individual connections to underground to truly eliminate
overhead wires. Consumer groups have objected to these costs in the past.
Because of these drawbacks, SCE is prioritizing the use of covered conductors on its overhead lines in
high fire risk areas, which provides the greatest overall value in reducing wildfire risk compared to other
mitigation measures such as undergrounding.
The California Public Utilities Commission has opened a proceeding looking at the regulations governing
undergrounding, known as Rule 20. The proceeding is looking at when and how cities and counties can request
undergrounding, including high fire risk areas. Cities and counties are encouraged to participate in the CPUC
process and have their voices heard.
One-quarter of SCE’s “primary” distribution system in high fire risk areas is underground

*
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